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Leigh's disease is rather a nosological

mess at the present time with cases being
reported from various times of life, and with
various bits of evidence incriminating
different metabolic pathways in the energy
generating system. Provided that we keep
our eyes firmly fixed on the fact that acute
energy deprivation seems to be at its root,
and this may come about from various
causes, both environmental and genetic, it
becomes easier to think constructively about
the fundamental nature of the problem.
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The syndrome of irreversible lithium
effectuated neurotoxicity

Matters arising

especially in the cerebellum may be the
mechanism involved in the aetiology of this
syndrome.

Sir: I read with interest the case report by
Tesio et all describing a cerebellar syndrome Departm
in lithium poisoning. There is a general lack
of awareness about irreversible and untreat-
able complications of lithium treatment2
despite evidence to contrary.3-5 Till
recently it has been maintained that the side-
effects of lithium are not disabling.2 I
identified 55 cases of persistent sequelae of
lithium therapy after a review of published References
literature though earlier reviews had given a
smaller number.3`5 Some of the cases of I Tesio M, Po
persistent sequelae of lithium therapy have drome in
been mistaken for neuroleptic malignant recovery.
syndrome' owing to a superficial resem- 2 Editorial D
blance. Moreover, some cases of longlasting maintenal
sequelae of lithium therapy may occur with- 3 Donaldson
out having acute poisoning, a fact which has neurologi
not been appreciated in earlier reviews.34 therapy. v
Though most common sequelae are persis- 4 Schou M. L
tent cerebellar symptoms, other clinical after lithi
manifestations have also been documented. Scand 198
In a typical presentation, acute lithium poi- 5 Adityanjee.
soning precedes the sequelae and the acute 6 Adityanjee
phase is generally without cerebellar symp- or lithiun
toms.4 As consciousness returns the neu- 1987;150:
rological sequelae become more apparent.4 7 Lewis DA.
In four cases cerebellar signs were present neurotoxi
from the beginning of the acute phase in the 2029-30.
cases I reviewed. Atypical presentations may 8 Slonim R, M
include persistent papilloedema, optic neu- unusual
ritis, isolated downbeat nystagmus, periph- 9 Saul RF, Ha
eral neuropathy and myopathy. Those with tumour ce
atypical presentations are unlikely to have ate. JAM.
undergone an acute organic brain syn- 10 Pesando P,
drome. In such cases symptoms develop papilloedr
insidiously while on long-term lithium ther- ium carbc
apy and persist after discontinuation for psychophc
varying periods. Prognosis generally iS good toxicity: c
and in some cases of chronic lithium neu- 1985;66:7
rotoxicity the neurological signs may resolve
in less than two months after discon-
tinuation.7-10 These cases7-9 cannot be Tesio replies:
termed longlasting according to criteria laid
down by Schou.4 In general spontaneous I agree with E
recovery may occur in varying degrees over we recognise
a period of time. Some cases, however, may ium poisonin:
be unchanged and irreversible. Complete the syndron
neurological recovery is uncommon but effectuated ne
patients may respond to rehabilitative mea- First, howt
sures with significant functional gains and more definite]
may return to previous living arrange- syndrome an
ment.1 1 diagnosis.

I suggest that these persisent sequelae of The case I a
lithium be called the syndrome of "Irre- a previous
versible Lithium Effectuated Neuro Tox- Literature2-4
icity." Extensive demyelination has been itself suggest
found by biopsy of peripheral nerves so rological def
involved. It is likely that toxic demyelination cation could I
at various sites in the central nervous system gnomic for
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ly the specific features of this
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and my coworkers described in
paper,' the review of the
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,t that only persistent neu-
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